YOUR CABLE WASTE HAS
NEVER BEEN MORE VALUABLE
Turn your leftover and end-of-life cables into a source of revenue

Increase your profitability:
let us take care of your cables!
You don’t know what to do with your cable waste? You don’t want to worry
about related legal obligations and constraints? We have a solution for you,
that will also bring you a financial benefit.

CUSTOMIZED RECYCLING SOLUTION

YOUR BENEFITS

We are not only cable experts, but also recycling experts.
We have been recycling end-of-life cables for over 35 years.

•Y
 our cable waste is a source of revenue:

By choosing Nexans recycling services you can receive money
back in exchange for your leftover cables, while positively
contributing to the environment.

NEXANS, A TRUSTWORHTY PARTNER
• State-of-the-art grinding technology for copper
and aluminum cables
• Turnkey logistics solutions

we buy all types of leftover cables, made of copper
or aluminum.

•Y
 our life is made easier: we take care of everything,
from cable scrap recovery to recycling.

•Y
 ou do not need to worry about compliance:
we recycle in strict respect of regulation and legislation.

•Y
 ou contribute to circular economy:
your cable waste is turned into recycled raw materials.

• Accountability and traceability for all operations.

Did you know?
“When the waste is transferred from the original producer
[…] to one of the natural or legal persons […] for preliminary
treatment, the responsibility for carrying out a complete recovery
or disposal operation shall not be discharged as a general rule.”
(EU directive on waste: DIRECTIVE 2008/98/EC of
19/11/2008).

What does it mean? To give an example, you are a waste
producer when you install cable in a building and there
are leftovers. Then, even if you sell your cable leftovers
to a waste treatment company or scrap dealer, your
responsibility is still engaged until you can prove the
recycling or disposal of your waste.

How does it work?

STEP 1

STEP 2

STEP 3

AGREEMENT

RECOVERY

COMPENSATION

When Nexans buys your cable waste, a
recycling and pickup agreement is signed
between both parties. Full traceability and
transparency is ensured before, during
and after the recycling process.

We organize all the logistics by
providing empty containers for bulk
cable waste or trucks for drums, and
transportation to the recycling facility.

Once the process to separate and
recover the non-ferrous metals from the
cable waste is over, your cable scrap
value is credited to your bank account.

Valorization formula
We calculate the value of your cable scrap using
a transparent formula :

THE MONEY YOU WILL GET
=
QTY x ((LME LOWEST - D) x M - (T+L))

QTY : Cable scrap quantity (tons)
LME Lowest : Lowest London Metal Exchange official rate, copper
or aluminum (€/ton)
D : Discount according to the quality of the metal (€/ton)
M : Metal content after grinding (%)
T : Treatment costs (€/ton)
L : Logistic costs (€/ton)

Ask now for an estimated value of your cable scrap!
Send us an email : recycling.services@nexans.com or contact your Nexans representative.

Voice of customers
When our Nexans submarine cable
came to the end of its service life, we needed to
dispose of the spare repair length being stored
on a 5m diameter drum. Nexans offered a
recycling service which included the recovery of
the old drum, draining the cable of oil and then
stripping it down to allow the recycling of the
steel and copper components. For us this turnkey
service fitted our requirements exactly and from
a customer’s point of view we were more than
satisfied with the whole project.
JOHN DUQUEMIN
CHIEF ENGINEER, JERSEY ELECTRICITY, UK

We are really happy with the first
recycling operation we have conducted with
Nexans: all deadlines and conditions were
carefully respected. This, together with Nexans’
capability to understand its customers’ needs,
ensured a true success of the project. We are
looking forward to working again with Nexans
recycling services team!
THIERRY CARETTE
PURCHASING MANAGER, TECHNORD, BELGIUM
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Nexans brings energy to life through an extensive range of cables and cabling solutions that
deliver increased performance for our customers worldwide. Nexans’ teams are committed to a
partnership approach that supports customers in four main business areas: Power transmission and
distribution (submarine and land), Energy resources (Oil & Gas, Mining and Renewables), Transportation (Road, Rail, Air, Sea) and Building (Commercial, Residential and Data Centers). Nexans’ strategy is founded on continuous innovation in products, solutions and services, employee
development, customer training and the introduction of safe, low-environmental-impact industrial
processes. In 2013, Nexans became the first cable player to create a Foundation to introduce
sustained initiatives for access to energy for disadvantaged communities worldwide.Nexans is an
active member of Europacable, the European Association of Wire & Cable Manufacturers, and a
signatory of the Europacable Industry Charter. The Charter expresses its members’ commitment to
the principles and objectives of developing ethical, sustainable and high-quality cables. Nexans,
acting for the energy transition, has an industrial presence in 40 countries, commercial activities
worldwide, is employing close to 26,000 people and generating sales in 2016 of 5.8 billion
euros. Nexans is listed on Euronext Paris, compartment A. For more information, please consult:
www.nexans.com

www.nexans.com/recycling — recycling.services@nexans.com

